GENCON 2000
Tournament Rules

For further explanation, please email the Tournament Director, Edi Birsan, at edi@mgames.com

1. THE SCHEDULE

There will be eight rounds of Diplomacy as follows:

Thursday	12:00 Noon – 4:30 pm	Qualifying Round — Standard Game
Thursday	5:00 pm – 9:30 pm	Qualifying Round — Standard Game
Thursday	9:00 pm – 11:30 pm	Qualifying Round — Escalation/Gunboat 

Friday	8:00 am – 12 noon	Qualifying Round — Standard Game
Friday	12:00 noon – 6:00 pm	Qualifying Round — Standard Game
Friday	7:00 pm – 11:30 pm	Qualifying Round — Escalation/Gunboat 

Saturday	10:00 am – 4:00 pm	Qualifying Round —  Standard Game

Saturday	5:00 pm – 11:30 pm	Final Round — Standard Game w/ top board

	Players will be assigned to boards initially randomly. There after an attempt will be made to  avoid placing players in the same board as previously played. This may become harder as the rounds progress and the assignment by the Tournament Director is final.

	Country assignments will be initially by random. Players will determine their country assignments in a random manner at their table providing that players will attempt to not play the same country twice in the tournament. If there is to be a duplication a player should not play the following three countries twice as a priority: France, Turkey, Austria.

	If there is case where players are to be dropped to make a seven player board, then the priority will always be to keep the players who have traveled the furthest to the tournament. 

	If there are Five or Six players left in a round to make up a board then the Tournament Director may ask for volunteers to run two positions on different boards or to declare the board an Escalation board with 4 starting pieces for each player. The game will count as a standard game with no points towards best country.

2. THE SCORING SYSTEM
The scoring system for the tournament is:

For a solo win (18 centers)
34 points for the winner and ZERO for all others on the board

For all scores other than a Solo:
1 point per Supply Center
5 points for top of board (not divided if a draw in centers)
1 point for survival past 1905
1 point for each player eliminated

For being on the Top Board on the Final day:
10 points

A player’s tournament score is the sum of his top 4 scores.	
Only a player’s top 4 scores will be counted for Standard Game rankings.

There will be a TOP BOARD on the Final Round. The Winner, runner up and third in the tournament will be reserved for the results of that board independent of all other scores.
So if you are 7th going into the Top Board you all have an equal chance of winning the tournament.

If a game is ended on time in a Spring move then the that turn will be considered as a Fall move and ownership will be allocated accordingly.

	Standings in the Tournament will NOT be posted until the end of the Tournament other than the make up of the Top Board on the final round.

	Outstanding Play of  Country Awards will be given. These will be comparisons of the BEST supply center count for each country. A player may only win one of these so as to spread the wealth. Where there are two high countries then the highest will be used.

3. VOTES
The only vote allowed in a game is to end it as it is. The vote will be conducted by the Tournament Director (TD) with voting secret. A player may only ask for a vote ONCE in a game. Votes to end the game must be unanimous. Games voted to end in a Spring will treat that turn as a Fall turn for ownership of centers as the final.

4. TURN DEADLINES
The deadlines will be 20 minutes for the first season. Deadlines thereafter will be 10 minutes. Order writing deadlines are at most 5 minutes. Players may shorten the deadline by universal consent. 

A table where there is a significant delay as deemed by the TD may have the TD assign Drop Deadlines where orders must be in the order box at a specific time or else the missing orders are treated as universal hold orders (units may retreat if dislodged).

5. ADJUDICATION/READING ORDERS
The players will normally read and adjudicate their own table's orders. Each player will take a turn collecting and reading the orders. The person who is to read will read his own orders first or have the player on his right read his orders first. Intentional misreading of orders is unacceptable behavior.

6. ORDER WRITING CONVENTIONS
	Standard abbreviations are encouraged for the language of the specific board being played at. Multi-lingual players on the same board may agree to use alternate standard language abbreviations for the languages that they are familiar with in rare cases as long as players are familiar with what those abbreviations are.

	Poorly written orders that allow for only one reasonable reading (ignoring intentional mis-written order as a possibility) are to be followed. However no direct change in the implied nature of the order is to be made so that a poorly written move order could not be revised to be a hold . 

Example: Army Paris support F Pir to Brest, Fleet Picardy to Brest. Pir is reasonably close to Pic especially when poor handwriting is involved to say that the move is Fleet Picardy to Brest with Parisian support. However, Army Paris Support F Picardy to Burgundy,  Fleet Picardy to Brest. The Paris support is not just poor it is grossly wrong and should not be changed to read supporting the move to Brest. 

	All units must have an order. Unordered units are treated as a hold order regardless of other implied actions.

	It is not necessary to designate an Army or Fleet except in build orders on coastal provinces, but it is a good habit to do so.

	It is not necessary to name the nationality of a piece when writing a Support or a Convoy for another player's piece, but again it is a good habit to use.

	Retreat orders are written down and revealed simultaneously. Players may make them manually if there is no objection.

	No discussions are allowed during adjudications, retreats or during the build/disband phase at the end of the Fall moves (also called Winter adjustments). Players are NOT encouraged to manually place builds and adjustments as they may be a form of broadcasting intended actions in an adjustment period. Even the case of a build available only in a land-only province should not be placed as the possibility of a decline in build could be made.

	If a fleet can move to a province with a split coast and can only reach one coast then it is not necessary to designate a coast. If a fleet can move to two possible coasts or support a move that can reach either coast, then it must designate which one. Otherwise the order is considered grossly broken and the unit holds.

	Perpetual orders are allowed.

	Players may NOT assign their own units to be ordered by other players.

	If a unit is given two or more different orders in one player’s set of moves then the unit will HOLD and may be supported in place

	If a build is not ordered or grossly miswritten then no action will be taken to adjust it.

	If a removal is miswritten or not submitted, then the priority will be: furthest from an OWNED  supply center, then fleets before armies, and alphabetical with the lowest first different letter used if tied (ie two armies or fleets).

	The Hold order or the Stand order is the same. A unit ordered to H as in Army Belgium-H will mean that it holds and not that it is going to Holland.

	The date on the set of orders will be ignored unless there is the unusual situation where a player has submitted two sets of orders with different seasons/dates. In such a case the orders with the correct date will be used. If both are incorrect then the latest date on the orders will be used. A player resubmitting an old set of orders by mistake will be stuck with those orders if they are the only ones there as the date will be ignored.

7. THE GAME RULES
The 1999 (USA‑Hasbro) Rule Book for the board game will be used with extended explanations as per section 8 (below). The controlling rule book will be maintained by the tournament director at the convention.
    
8. RULEBOOK EXCEPTIONS/EXPLANATIONS
The following situations are ruled in advance as follows:

	Unwanted Convoy is Not allowed
A unit which can move by land to an adjacent piece will always be considered as doing so unless it is convoyed by its own country and the unit is ordered to move there by convoy. In which case the attack is from the convoy and if the fleet is dislodged the move fails.

	Alternate Convoy is successful as long as one of the convoy routes are undisrupted.
Example:
England:
Army London to Belgium
Fleet North Sea Convoy Army London to Belgium
Fleet English Channel Convoy Army London to Belgium
France:
Fleet Holland to the North Sea
Fleet Helgoland Support Fleet Holland to the North Sea

	Convoyed attacks do not cut supports on the fleet convoying the specific attacker
Example
Russia: 
Army Sevastapol to Constantinople
Fleet Black Sea Convoy Army Sevastapol to Constantinople
Turkey: 
Fleet Constantinople Support Fleet Ankara to the Black Sea
Fleet Ankara to the Black Sea                        
In this case the Russian Fleet is dislodged and the convoy does not take place.

	Paradox results in moving units holding.
There are two known Paradoxes which are rather rare and should they occur then the moving units hold.

9. REPLACEMENT PLAYER
Should a player have to leave a game from illness or personal reasons in 1901‑1902 the Tournament Director may replace the player and restart the game if a player is available. Otherwise the position will be placed in Civil Disorder.

10. ESCALATION CHALLENGE
There will be two rounds of an Escalation challenge. Escalation is a fewer than 7-player variant using the same board. Players take turns alternately placing a piece anywhere on the board in a legal occupation. (e.g., cannot have two units in the same space or an army in a sea space). Players may place units down anywhere and need not place in a supply center. Players are considered as owning any centers that they start on. At the end of the Fall 1901 moves the player may declare any three owned centers as his home. They can be anywhere and need not be adjacent. 

This Challenge will be a 1-on-1 challenge with the players each placing 17 pieces on the board.
The game ends when one side has achieved an 18-center victory. 

Each victory will score 1 point. Most points win the tournament.

11. GUNBOAT CHALLENGE
In a Gunboat Challenge game, 7 players (or fewer, using an Escalation start up), sit at a table and may not negotiate with each other. The turns are read in random order by a GM so as to avoid giving away the handwriting of the player involved. The readings are final and no challenge of their interpretations are possible. The games are scored as in the case of the Standard Tournament without a final board.


